
PHOTO TOMATO 

 SILVERY FIR, 58 DAYS 
Distinctive carrot-like silvery-gray 

foliage on compact plants. 
Round, flattened 3-3½" red  

fruits. Does well in containers.                   
Special! Determinate heirloom. 

 
 

 

EARLY GIRL, 65 DAYS 
Outstanding early variety for 

short season gardens. Proven,                
dependable, and uniform.                 

Prolific producer. 4 to 5 ounce 
tomatoes. Indeterminate hybrid. 

 CHEFS CHOICE ORANGE, 75 DAYS 
Low in acid and have very good 

flavor and texture. High yielding. 
Earlier and more productive            
than most orange beefsteaks  

Indeterminate hybrid. 

 FIREWORKS, 60 DAYS 
One of the largest, early                 

maturing variety with sweet          
yet well-balanced flavor. 8-12 oz 

slightly flattened fruits.  
Indeterminate hybrid.  

 PRUDEN’S PURPLE, 72 DAYS 
Large fruits are flattened and 

smooth with shoulder ribbing. 
Vivid dark pink skin with crimson 

flesh. Medium tall, potato-leaf 
plants. Indeterminate heirloom. 

 CHEFS CHOICE BLACK, 75 DAYS 
Large, flattened red-purple fruits 
with attractive green shoulders. 

Delicate skin, juicy, deep crimson 
flesh with full of flavor and slight 
saltiness. Indeterminate hybrid.      
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JAPANESE BLACK, 75 DAYS 
One of the best black tomatoes, 
high yields of blemish free fruits. 

Rich full flavor. Weighs 4-5 oz. 
bred in Russia, potato leaf.  
Indeterminate heirloom.      

 THESSALONIKI, 70 DAYS 
Greek tomato introduced to the 
USA in the 1950’s by Glecklers 

Seedsmen. Large, red fruit with 
excellent, mild flavor, high yields 
and disease resistance. Heirloom.   

 BOXCAR WILLIE, 80 DAYS 
Produces heavy yields of medium 

tomatoes that are extremely 
juicy, and have that good,  

old fashioned flavor.  
Indeterminate, heirloom.  

 ANNA RUSSIAN,  70 DAYS 
Heirloom brought originally to 

Oregon by a Russian immigrant. 
Pinkish-red, heart shaped fruits 

are large, early, and juicy.            
Indeterminate, heirloom.  

 BRANDYWINE, 80 DAYS 
Named after Brandywine Creek  

in Pennsylvania. Large vines  
produce deep red 8-12 ounce 

fruits. Amazing flavor!  
Indeterminate heirloom. 

 CELEBRITY, 70 DAYS 
All American Winner, Celebrity 

has superb flavor, disease               
resistance and heavy yields.  

Crack-resistant fruits average             
7 oz. Determinate hybrid.  
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ITALIAN HEIRLOOM, 75 DAYS 
Outstanding heirloom from Italy. 
Very productive with 1 lb fruits. 

Excellent full tomato flavor. Ideal 
for slicing and meaty enough for 

canning. Indeterminate heirloom. 

 SKYREACHER, 75 DAYS 
A prominent stand-out!  

Excellent flavored, pretty, small 
round  slicer with beautiful red 

and orange striped exterior.  
Indeterminate, heirloom.  

 BLOODY BUTCHER, 55 DAYS 
Sensational general-use fruits 

have a rich heirloom flavor               
and a deep red color. Plants can 

yield five to nine 2" fruits per 
cluster. Indeterminate hybrid.   

 BLACK KRIM, 80 DAYS 
From the Isle of Krim on the Black 

Sea. Yields 3-4" dark-red fruit 
with deep green shoulders.          

Great, intense, slightly salty taste.              
Indeterminate, heirloom. 

 HUSKY RED, 68 DAYS 
Compact plants have dark green, 
rugose foliage and strong, thick, 
central stems. Attractive fruits 

typically weigh 5 to 7 oz., and are 
ideal for small spaces. Hybrid.  

 SUPER SIOUX, 70 DAYS 
Impressive tomato with exquisite 

old-time blend of sweet, acidic 
and earthy flavors. Vines do well 

during dry, hot summers.   
Semi-determinate heirloom. 

 HEIRLOOM MARRIAGE, 75 DAYS 
Luscious, ruby-red slicers.             

Produces beautiful, slightly squat 
tomatoes with delectable flavor. 
Best heirloom appeal with hybrid 

vigor. Indeterminate hybrid.   

Offering over 50 unique, delicious, field-tested heirlooms, and a number of classic hybrid varieties.   
Chelsea Morning Farm selects, trials, and hones excellent varieties that are productive in northern climates and soils. 

 
 

THE PLANT SALE IS SCHEDULED FOR SATURDAY-SUNDAY, MAY 29-30, FROM 9 AM - 5 PM.  
WE ALSO HIGHLY ENCOURAGE PRE-ORDERING YOUR PLANTS FOR FARMSIDE PICK-UP. 

 
 
 

PICK-UP OF PLANTS CAN OCCUR PRE OR POST SALE. DELIVERY TO TWO HARBORS, ELY AND DULUTH AREAS IS AN OPTION.  
TO ORDER, SIMPLY REVIEW THE POSTER AND SEND US YOUR LIST AT THE EMAIL (PREFERRED) OR PHONE # LISTED ABOVE.  

INCLUDE THE VARIETY NAME AND QUANTITY PER VARIETY. WE WILL CONFIRM ORDERS AND PICK-UP OR DELIVERY DETAILS.  

PHOTO TOMATO 

 JAUNE FLAMME, 75 DAYS 
Beautiful, deep orange fruit from 

France. Great for drying.                
Excellent bitey flavor. Very             

productive clustered fruits weigh 
2-3 oz. Indeterminate heirloom. 

PHOTO TOMATO 

 REISENTRAUBE, 80 DAYS 
Name translates as “giant           

bunches of grapes.” Produces 
tasty clusters of 20-40 1" fruit. 
Has nipple on the blossom end. 

Indeterminate heirloom. 

PHOTO TOMATO 

 INDIGO CHERRY DROPS, 71 DAYS 
Striking, dark-blue anthocyanin 

coloration and red flesh. Vigorous 
growth habit. Much improved 

variety over Indigo Rose.  
Indeterminate heirloom.  



PHOTO TOMATO 

 GREEN GRAPE, 80 DAYS  
Unique olive yellow  

1" cherry tomatoes on very  
productive plants.  

Addictive spicy sweet flavor.  
Determinate heirloom. 

 JOLLY CHERRY, 75 DAYS 
2001 All-America Winner! Good 
yields of 1½ oz pink tomatoes. 
Very sweet grown in clusters. 

Excellent for salads and gourmet 
dishes. Indeterminate heirloom.  

 BLONDKOFCHEN, 70 DAYS 
Blondies are cuties! Huge plants 
produce hundreds of tiny, half 
inch, round deep gold colored 
fruits bursting with sweetness. 

Indeterminate heirloom. 

 TOMMY TOE,  70 DAYS 
From the Ozark Mountains,            

excellent in salads or for juices. 
Its 1/2 to 1" fruits are smooth, 

mild, glossy red and range from 
round to oval in shape.  

Indeterminate heirloom.  

 SUNRISE BUMBLE BEE, 70 DAYS 
Yellow, round cherry  

tomato with red stripes  
and pink interior marbling.  

Excellent sweet and tangy flavor.  
Indeterminate heirloom. 

 WASIPNIGON PEACH, 80 DAYS 
Productive fruits are 2” globes 
with yellow-peach in color with 
slightly fuzzy skin. Juicy, sweet 
and mild with a lingering bit of 
tart. Indeterminate heirloom 
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 SUNGOLD, 57 DAYS 
Plant produces heavy yields             
of golden cherry tomatoes.                
One of the sweetest tasting  

cherry’s on the market!                     
Indeterminate hybrid.  

 CHOCOLATE SPRINKLES, 65 DAYS 
Heavy yields and disease             

resistance. Bite-sized fruits are 
red striped on dark green that 

explode with rich, robust flavor. 
Indeterminate hybrid. 

 TUMBLER, 49 DAYS 
Graceful, cascading plant full of 
sweet tasting cherries. An early 
maturing variety with flexible 

stems. Make for great hanging 
baskets. Determinate hybrid. 

 CLEMENTINE, 68 DAYS 
Unique, orange cocktail-sized 
tomato. Small, uniform, oval 

round fruits. Excellent sweet-tart 
flavor. Tangerine orange color. 

Indeterminate hybrid.  

 
 
 

 

PINK BUMBLE BEE, 70 DAYS 
Pink, round cherry tomatoes are 
striped with yellow and orange. 

Excellent sweet flavor.   
A striking cherry tomato. 
Indeterminate heirloom. 

 BLACK CHERRY, 64 DAYS 
Sweet and robust. Bred in Florida 
by the late Vince Sapp. The round 

fruits are almost black in color 
with dynamic flavor. High                

yielding. Indeterminate heirloom. 

PHOTO TOMATO 

 BROWN BERRY, 75 DAYS 
The first truly brown cherry   

available. Warm, earthy color 
adds wonderful color to salads.                 

Excellent sweet juicy flavor.             
Prolific. Indeterminate heirloom. 

 CURRENT SWEET PEA, 62 DAYS 
Tomatoes resemble ruby jewels! 
Produce large, wispy plants that 
yield lots of 1/4-inch, deep red, 

currant tomatoes with rich,  
complex sweet flavor. Heirloom. 

 BLACK OPAL,  70 DAYS 
One of the best black-fruited  
varieties. Good growth habit,  
firm fruit texture and superior 
flavor. Masses of 1/2" round 

fruits. Indeterminate heirloom.  

 MEXICO MIDGET, 70 DAYS 
Very prolific. Hundreds of red, 

round ½" fruits give an incredible 
flash of rich tomato flavor. Great 
for salads or snacking. Kid’s love 
them! Indeterminate heirloom. 

 
 
 

 

PURPLE BUMBLE BEE, 70 DAYS 
Excellent sweet flavor.  

Eye-catching dusky purple seen  
in heirloom tomatoes and  

metallic green striping.  
Indeterminate heirloom. 

 RED ROBIN, 55 DAYS 
Produces good yields of extra 

sweet red cherry tomatoes. This 
small plant is perfect for pots and 
containers and can grow indoors. 

Determinate hybrid. 

 WHITE CHERRY, 59 DAYS 
Appealing, pale yellow cherry 

tomatoes average 15-20 gm. and 
have a good, mild taste. Plants 
are compact and easy to pick. 

Indeterminate heirloom. 

Photo TOMATO 

 ANDIAMO, 65 DAYS 
A true San Marzano type, strong, 

plants, heavy yields of 5" red 
elongated fruits, firm and meaty, 

with sweet flavor, and right            
acidity. Indeterminate hybrid.  

 
 

 

PRINCIPLE BORGHESE, 79 DAYS 
Italian variety. Produces short 

plants that yield clusters of               
1-2 oz. red, plum shaped paste           

tomatoes. Prized for drying.               
Determinate heirloom.  
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AMISH PASTE, 85 DAYS 
A long time favorite. Large for a 
sauce tomato, slightly irregular 

plum-to strawberry shaped fruits 
average 8-12 oz with excellent 

flavor. Indeterminate heirloom.   

 SUNRISE SAUCE, 60 DAYS 
Beautiful bright orange, easy to 
peel, 3 to 4 ounce fruits, sweet 
and meaty, taste like traditional 
red romas. High yielding plants.  

Determinate hybrid. 

 SAN MARZANO II, 78 DAYS 
High-quality strain of the classic 
San Marzano paste. Old-world 

look and taste. 4-6 oz fruit peels 
easily and cooks down quickly. 

Indeterminate heirloom.   
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PLUM LEMON, 75 DAYS 
Old Russian heirloom yields  
plenty of delightful 4 ounce,          

lemon-like fruits! A mild tasting 
tomato with a hint of citrus. 

 Indeterminate heirloom. 

 BONNIE BEST, 75 DAYS 
Famous and respected old-time            
canning tomato. Medium fruit is 

round, red, meaty and loaded 
with flavor. Good producer.  

Indeterminate heirloom.  

 MARTINO ROMA, 75 DAYS 
Italian heirloom, richly flavored, 

meaty, pear-shaped fruits set 
heavily on compact plants with 

rugose, dark green foliage.           
Determinate heirloom.  

Photo TOMATILLO 

 PURPLE, 70 DAYS 
This unusual deep purple  

tomatillo makes an ideal salsa 
with its sweet tart flavor.  

The plant has striking purple  
veins in the leaves, and the husks 

are light green to buff colored.  

PHOTO TOMATILLO 

 
 
 

 

TOMA VERDE, 60 DAYS 
An early-maturing, large  

tomatillo with flat-round green 
fruits. Use fresh in salsas  
or with Mexican cooking.  

A beautiful addition to the  
garden. Heirloom.  

PHOTO TOMATILLO 

 
 
 

 

DE MILPA, 70 DAYS 
In Mexico, these tomatillos grow 
unattended in family corn fields.  

Small to medium-round fruits 
that blush with purple, especially 

after harvest, store fresh for         
several weeks. Heirloom.  



PHOTO SWEET PEPPER 

 KING OF THE NORTH, SWEET 
70 DAYS 

Arguably the best chance for a 
red color phase for northern  

gardeners where  seasons are 
cool and short. Blocky fruits, 
great sweet flavor. Heirloom. 

 GLOW, SWEET 
53-73 DAYS 

Beautiful, flavorful, tapered,  
thick-walled, 2-3 lobed fruits are 

4-5" long and are deliciously 
sweet and fruity. Early and good 

in diverse climates. Hybrid. 

 ACE, SWEET 
50-70 DAYS 

Amazing yields of medium            
3 to 4-lobed, green bells.              

Turns red early. Commonly          
produces heavy crops for  

Northern growers. Hybrid. 

 MINI RED BELL, SWEET 
60 DAYS 

Tiny red bell peppers are only 
1.5” tall and wide. Thick red flesh 

is very sweet and great for 
stuffing. Fun for kiddos (they 

often like small things)! Heirloom. 

PHOTO SWEET PEPPER 

 CARMEN, SWEET 
60-80 DAYS 

A beautiful pepper of the Italian 
“bull’s horn” type. Has a lovely, 

sweet taste for salads and 
roasting. Tapered fruits, 6x2.5” 

ripens green to red. Hybrid. 

 SHEEPNOSE PIMENTO, SWEET 
70-80 DAYS 

Pimento-shaped fruits are 3" 
deep and 4" round. Flavorful, 
sweet thick juicy flesh. Very 
meaty, good for canning and 

fresh eating. Heirloom. 

 PURPLE BEAUTY, SWEET 
 70 DAYS 

Fruits are blocky, thick-walled  
and dark purple. Compact short 

and bushy plants set heavily,  
with good cover to protect fruits 

from sunscald. Heirloom.  

 ANTOHI ROMANIAN, SWEET 
53-78 DAYS 

Eastern European frying pepper. 
Smooth, 4" by 2" wide, tapered 
pointed fruits are pale yellow  

and ripen red. Heavy yield.  
Heirloom.  

PHOTO SWEET PEPPER 

 SWEET CHOCOLATE, SWEET 
60-85 DAYS 

Early maturing variety produces      
4-5" long tapered fruits. Initially 

green, ripening to a stunning 
chocolatey-brown with reddish 
inside. Good frying. Heirloom.  

 ISLANDER, SWEET 
 56 DAYS 

Light lavender skin, pale yellow 
flesh, 3-lobed, medium-size,               
thick-fleshed peppers with a 

mild, slightly sweet taste. Strong 
plants yield well. Hybrid.  

 MELROSE, SWEET 
55-77 DAYS 

Superb! Brought to the US from 
Italy many years ago. Tender  
and sweet, thin skinned, 4"  

fruits, turn brilliant red and are  
produced very early. Heirloom.  

 SWEET BANANA, SWEET 
68 DAYS 

Elongated 6” fruit turn scarlet 
when fully ripe but stay sweet 
and mild. A longtime favorite           
for flavor. Delightful in salads          

or pickled. Heirloom. 

PEPPER NOTE: Most pepper varieties start with an initial color phase, most typically green and yellow. As the  
season progresses and enough heat days are acquired, they transition through color phases. Some varieties we 
grow to only produce a good green bell and sweet yellow varieties. And we’ve always had excellent luck getting 

beautiful purple peppers to produce, warm or cool season. The red and orange phases take more heat days, which 
can be difficult for northern MN to acquire. The varieties we grow, not only taste good at their green phase, but 

also, with the right season, give us a fighting chance at getting a red or orange phase as well. Fingers crossed! 

Photo HOT PEPPER 

 EARLY JALEPENO, HOT 
60-80 DAYS 

2 to 2 1/2" x 1"                                    
sausage-shaped, blunt fruits             

that mature early. Dark                                   
green fruit changes to red if             

long enough season. Heirloom.  

 HUNGARIAN HOT WAX, HOT 
58-83 DAYS 

Yellow with 5 1/2" x 1 1/2" 
smooth, waxy fruits tapering to             

a point. Easy to stuff and to              
peel after roasting; thick-fleshed 

for frying. Heirloom. 

 CAYENNE LONG SLIM, HOT 
73 DAYS 

Long, slender, slightly wrinkled  
4-6” peppers no thicker than a 

pencil. Very hot. Fruits turn from 
dark green to bright red.  

Heirloom.  

 PURPLE JALEPENO, HOT 
70-85 DAYS 

Purple-black pepper is a dynamo, 
produce showy lavender flowers 

followed by a deluge of  
2-3” fruit that are 3/4” wide.  

Heirloom.  

Photo HOT PEPPER 

 HAVASU SANTE FE, HOT 
60-80 DAYS 

Heavy yielding, conical fruits are 
thick walled, avg. 3 1/2" x 2", and 

change from a pale yellow to  
orange to red. Usually harvested 

yellow. Heirloom.  

 BULGARIAN CARROT, HOT 
 75 DAYS 

Plant will produce clusters 3 1/2” 
long and ripen from green to  

fluorescent orange. Intense fruity 
flavor, which finishes hot. 
Crunchy flesh. Heirloom. 

 HOT PORTUGAL, HOT 
65-75 DAYS 

Very hot, thin, red and glossy 
when ripened. Elongated, curved 
fruits that can extend 7” or more 
in length. Can harvest and use at 
green and red stage. Heirloom. 

Photo HOT PEPPER 

 THAI, HOT 
70-85 DAYS 

Originally from Thailand, this  
seriously hot pepper makes a 

lovely container impression. Small 
1/2 -1" fruits. Ornamental  
variety is edible. Heirloom. 

 CHICHIMECA, HOT 
60-63 DAYS 

Gigantic, thick-walled fruits are 
over 4" in length by nearly 2" 

wide at the shoulders - ideal for 
stuffing, but also a crowd pleaser 

in salsas and dishes. Hybrid.  

 AURORA, HOT 
60-75 DAYS 

Small tapered fruits 1½". Upright 
fruiting habit, ripens lavender to 
purple, then orange to red. Great 

container variety. Ornamental 
variety is edible. Heirloom. 

 

 
 

 
 

AUTUMN BEAUTY SUNFLOWER - 40-60” tall, a mix of warm autumnal colors of oranges, reds and yellows (photo to right).  
 

INDIAN BLANKET SUNFLOWER - 15-20” tall, hardy, bold bi-colored and semi-double bloom of deep red with yellow tips. 
 

SUNRISE ORANGE SUNFLOWER - 4-5' tall, classic sunflower orangish-yellow. Flowers are very round, dense petals at 4-6." 
 

RED SUN SUNFLOWER - 5-6’ tall, are covered with dozens of red to red-orange single flower blooms with hint of yellow.   
 

DURANGO OUTBACK MARIGOLD - A marigold with rare beauty, mix of festive red-tipped, yellow and tangerine flowers. Highly-branching stalks, 2” bloom (photo to left).  
 

SPARKY MARIGOLD - Medium-sized, wavy petals with a fiery bloom in a mix of gold, orange, red, yellow and bi-color petals. 12-14” tall and long-blooming. 
 

FANCY MIX CALENDULA - A hardy flower that prefers cooler climates, may re-seed the following season. Yellow and orange blooms, 12-18.” 
 

FLASHBACK CALENDULA - Spectacular mix of bi-color petals in peach, orange and yellow with muted burgundy undersides that make for a “flashy” mix. Very lovely! 



ARCADIA BROCCOLI 
63 Days, Summer-Fall Broccoli 

A rugged, vigorous broccoli.           
Big plants with heavy, very firm, 
dark green, domed heads with          
a unique "frosted" appearance. 
Cold tolerant and good shoots.  

BRASSICA TRANSPLANTS 

 JOI CHOI CHINESE CABBAGE 
50 Days 

Heavy, vigorous white-stem   
pac choi. Forms a 12-15" tall, 
broad, heavy plant with dark 

green leaves and thick, flattened 
white petioles. Hybrid. 

 NAPA BLUES CHINESE CABBAGE 
57 Days 

Good bolt resistance and taste  
in this napa type. Flavor is  

relatively pungent. Leaves are 
tender and delicious. Good for 
cooking and pickling. Hybrid.  

 RED RUSSIAN KALE 
2-3' tall when mature, or cut 

young, the stems are purplish and 
the leaves are shaped like big oak 

leaves, colored a velvety gray 
green. Very tender leaves               

year-round, sweeter after frost.   

 DWARF BLUE CURLED KALE 
Gorgeous finely-curled                     

blue-green leaves, hold their  
color even in severe cold.            

Uniform low-growing plants are 
15" tall. Very hardy, ornamental 
and delicious. High in vitamin A.  

 HIGH CROP COLLARDS 
Versatile and vigorous, tolerant 
to both heat and cold. Uniform 
medium-sized plants produce 

tender dark green, semi-savoyed 
leaves. Medium to early maturity. 

Delicious slow or quick cooked.   

BRASSICA TRANSPLANTS 

 TENDERSWEET CABBAGE 
71 Days 

Midsize, flat heads stand well 
without splitting. Tender leaves 
are very thin, very sweet, and 

crisp - perfect for coleslaw,  
stir-fries, or wraps. A family fav! 

 ALCOSA CABBAGE 
72 Days 

Early producer of round,  
2-4 lb deep blue-green, crinkled 

heads. Alcosa's well-packed,  
thin, yellow interior leaves  

quickly fill in for close planting.   

 COPENHAGEN MARKET 
63 Days 

Danish historic variety from 1909. 
Solid heads that rarely burst 

reach 6-8" and weigh 3-4 pounds. 
Medium-sized plants are                  
ideal for small gardens.   

 RED EXPRESS CABBAGE 
63 Days 

Extra early cabbage. Compact 
plants and solid, round,                         

2-4 pound heads with good           
flavor. Decent split tolerance.                    

Good for Northern areas 

 EARLY JERSEY WAKEFIELD  
CABBAGE, 62 Days 

This heirloom is a favorite for 
early harvest, forming a conical, 
pointed, dark green head with a 

smooth, sweet flavor. The head is 
slow to split and slow to bolt. 

BRASSICA TRANSPLANTS 

 MARATHON BROCCOLI 
68 Days, Summer-Fall Broccoli 

A rugged, vigorous broccoli.           
Big plants with heavy, very firm, 
dark green, domed heads with          
a unique "frosted" appearance. 
Cold tolerant and good shoots.  

 SNOWBALL CAULIFLOWER 
68 Days 

Vigorous, reliable, produces pure 
white heads. Grows to 6” across                  

and weighs up to 2 pounds.              
The wrapper leaves provide  

good curd coverage.  

 GYPSY BROCCOLI 
63 Days, Spring-Summer Broccoli 

A rugged, vigorous broccoli.           
Big plants with heavy, very firm, 
dark green, domed heads with          
a unique "frosted" appearance. 
Cold tolerant and good shoots.  

 CANDID CHARM CAULIFLOWER 
65 Days 

Excellent yields of the highest 
quality cauliflower. Gardeners in 

warm and cool climates can enjoy 
uniform, early-maturing plants.  

Solid dome of dense white curds. 

 WINNER KOHLRABI 
45 Days 

Excellent large crisp bulb that 
grow in an upright behavior. 
Fresh, fruity flavor, produces 
smooth, light green 3” bulbs. 

Hybrid.  

PHOTO EGGPLANT 

 CALLIOPE, 64 DAYS 
Calliope is a beautiful, small white 

and purple variegated fruit. An 
Indian eggplant, suitable for baby 

(2" long x 1 1/2" diameter) or 
mature (3-4" long x 2 1/4-2 3/4" 

diameter) harvest.   

PHOTO EGGPLANT 

 ORIENTAL EXPRESS, 58 DAYS 
Tender and delicately-flavored, 
this high-yielding dependable 

Asian variety produces attractive, 
slender, glossy 8-10" long by 1 

1/2-2 1/2" diameter fruits. Fruits 
in cool weather and heat stress.  

 
 

 
 

GENOVESE BASIL - Extremely tender, fragrant, extra-large, dark green leaves and is superb for pesto. Cut many times. 
  

SWEET BASIL - 2-3” dark green leaf. Sweeter than other basils. Plant is between 20-30.” 
 

ITALIAN LARGE LEAF BASIL - Large medium-dark green leaves up to 4" long. Scent and taste are sweeter than Genovese. 
  

LEMON BASIL - Lemony, nose-happy flavor and scent, excellent in fresh salads or cooked dishes. Silver-tinged leaves. 
  

PURPLE BASIL - Beautiful, coppery-purple glow and clove-like, sweet, yet slightly spicy flavor. Striking color in dishes.   
 

CILANTRO - Spicy and aromatic, cilantro is the leaves of the coriander plant. Excellent in fresh salsa and a variety of dishes. Foliage is pungent on 24” tall plants.  
 

BOUQUET DILL - Strongly aromatic dill with a strong stem. Has large seed umbels and dark-green foliage. Provides a great beneficial-insect habitat in the garden. Can re-seed. 
 

DUKAT DILL - High yielding, heavy foliage. Plant reaches 30” tall. Excellent when used fresh or dried on a variety of foods due to its distinct culinary qualities. 
 

FLAT LEAF PARSLEY - Medium dark green, flat and deeply cut parsley. Very flavorful. Harvest, dry it, and put into airtight jars for winter use. Can be grown in windowsills. 
  

MOSS CURLED PARSLEY - Fairly compact growing variety with medium long stalks. Leaves are bright green, extra finely curled and retain their fresh green color  

 

SUMMER SAVORY - Spicy aroma and pungent, peppery flavor that's milder and less penetrating than its cousin, winter savory. A key ingredient in classic herb blends. 
 

MARJORAM - Aromatic herb in the mint family. While similar to oregano, it has a milder flavor and is often used to garnish salads, soups, and meat dishes.  
 

CHIVES - Hardy, drought-tolerant perennial of the onion family, grows to 10-12” tall in clumps from underground bulbs, produce round, edible and flavorful hollow stems. 

COMPOSTED, PELLETIZED POULTRY MANURE 
 

Great for the garden! 
$7 per 1 Gallon Bag  

Our Never Summer Sugarbush 100% Pure Minnesota  

MAPLE SYRUP  
1/2 Gallon - $36, Quart - $20, Pint - $12 

12 oz Flask - $10, 8 oz Flask - $8  
Decorative Log Cabin Tins - $10 and $14 

Glass Maple Leaves - $5, $8, $13 

CHELSEA MORNING FARM CSA FARM SHARES  
14-Week Season, July into October 

Market –Style Share - July, Order What Your Want 
Then Traditional CSA Begins August: 

Traditional Farm Share - $375 
Short-Stack Farm Share - $250 


